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Summary: false pretences?
The delay in the Trident Replacement programme has been trumpeted by both Coalition parties as
something of a victory. David Cameron claims it will both save money and still allow a new
generation of nuclear submarines to be built very soon. The Liberal Democrats, meanwhile, believe
the delay will give them an opportunity to argue that replacement of Trident would not be in the
national interest.
In fact, it seems likely that big savings will not be made from this delay. It also seems that the
process of replacing Trident has already begun. Hard questions need to be asked of the
government now, before it is too late.
This briefing draws on three publications: the Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR);
released sections of the still-unpublished Value for Money Review (VfMR) on the future of
Britain’s nuclear weapons capability; and a more detailed and complementary report, A Tale of Two
Submarines: US Ohio and UK Vanguard submarine replacement in the eye of a fiscal storm, which
will be available from Greenpeace UK in February.
There were two main headlines from the VfMR. The first was that the decision to move to the
heavy investment in design and construction of the Vanguard submarine replacement, known as the
‘Main Gate’ spending decision, is postponed until 2015–16, thereby enabling the next Parliament to
vote on (and potentially veto or consider cheaper alternatives to) the decision to build the new
submarines.
The second was that this deferment allows substantial savings to be made – £750m over the period
of the spending review and £3.2bn over the next ten years – and as a consequence the overall cost of
Trident replacement remains within the £15-20bn cost estimate foreseen in the 2006 White Paper on
the future of Britain’s nuclear deterrent.1
Neither assumption is likely to be true. While the evidence is inconclusive (as a result of a
continuing lack of clarity and transparency abour cost estimates and procurement arrangements), it
strongly suggests that this may turn out to be a hollow victory for those opposed to like-for-like
Trident replacement.

Delay ... or all-systems-go?
This graphic details the CADMID procurement process, used by the MoD when buying equipment.

The programme to replace the Trident system’s ‘Vanguard’ submarines (known as the Future or
Successor Submarine Programme2) is currently in ‘Concept’ stage. Once the ‘Initial Gate’ stage is
passed the ‘Assessment Phase’ will be authorized. Generally major spending commitments are not
made, or contracts placed, until the final ‘Main Gate’ stage is passed.
The Liberal Democrats and other opponents of Trident replacement are championing the delay to
the Main Gate decision because it supposedly keeps open options for alternative systems. As
Menzies Campbell recently suggested:3
Extending the life of the existing Trident fleet will not only save money in the short term; it
will allow the opportunity to keep nuclear policy under review, to explore the possibilities of
co-operation with the French, and even to consider other alternatives to like for like
replacement of Trident. Liberal Democrats would be well satisfied with this outcome.4
However, it is far from clear that this is the case. The Conservative side of the Coalition
government has made it abundantly clear that it will maintain a continuous submarine-based
deterrent. In a BBC interview in October, David Cameron said: ‘I support its proper and full
replacement. That replacement is underway already. It will continue to happen during this
Parliament’.5 The Defence Secretary, Liam Fox, reiterated this position in his speech to the
Conservative Party conference on 6 October in which he said the government ‘will go ahead with
the Trident replacement programme’.
It is equally clear that the work of replacing the existing submarines has already begun. The joint
US-UK effort to design a Common Missile Compartment (CMC)6 for each country’s respective
replacement submarine programmes began in 2008 and the UK has already spent over £200m on
upfront engineering design activity. In 2007, the MoD’s Investment Approvals Board approved a
budget for the concept phase work on the successor submarines of £309.5m, £130.5m of which was
earmarked for work on the platform and £179m for the propulsion plant – and Liam Fox has
confirmed that since the beginning of April 2007 to the end of June 2010 nearly twice this amount
had been spent, some £570 million.7
In addition, FoI requests have revealed that a long list of contracts for ‘long-lead items’ are due to
be signed after 'Initial Gate'8, which the MoD has confirmed is still expected to go ahead early in
2011. Thus, despite an announced four-year delay to both the Main Gate decision, and to the first
new submarine coming into service (now planned for 2028), Initial Gate (which was originally due
in September 2009) is not being subjected to a four-year delay.

Why the rush?
Responding to a Freedom of Information (FoI) request, the Ministry of Defence (MoD) has
confirmed that the main categories of long-lead items are expected to be: ‘hull structure and
structural fittings; primary and secondary propulsion systems; electrical generation, conversion and
distribution; various components of the combat systems; and ship services’9.
This seems like a significant part of the submarine being purchased in advance of Main Gate.
However, parliamentary questions seeking further details have been met by evasive replies,10 while
a FoI request on the estimated costs of these contracts and the timing of their placement was
declined by the MoD on a variety of spurious grounds, including that disclosure ‘would
compromise the MoD’s ability to obtain value for money from its contractors in the future’.

As a result of the earlier failure to properly scrutinise the contracts for its aircraft carrier
programme, the Coalition government has now found that it is cheaper to turn Britain's planned
aircraft carriers into floating platforms without any planes than to scrap the project altogether. But
the Coalition may well be embarking on a new set of contractual obligations on the Future
Submarine Programme that will similarly tie the hands of the next government. We simply do not
know, but it is vital that Parliament obtain answers now – by the time of the anticipated review and
vote at Main Gate it may already be too late to consider alternatives.
According to the Royal United Services Institute (RUSI), on average, between 10 and 15% of total
project costs are spent during assessment phase.11 And the MoD’s own ‘Smart Acquisition’ process
advocates that up to 15% of a project’s procurement budget should be spent in the assessment
phase, before approval at Main Gate, on technology demonstration, project planning and other risk
management activities.The spending patterns for earlier UK Astute Class nuclear-powered attack
submarines and for the US Ohio Class submarines suggest that this figure is broadly correct.12
Indeed, it may be on the low side since the MoD has indicated on several occasions that the design
and construction phases of the successor submarine programme will overlap. The MoD justifies this
as follows:
Overlapping design and production phases is not something which is unique to the future
submarine programme – it is a characteristic of most complex engineering programmes in
defence or elsewhere.13
The scope of development and production on the successor programme during the Assessment
Phase will also depend on the schedule for completing the remaining Astute class submarines. The
two projects are mutually interdependent. Indeed, the role of the last Astute order seems mainly to
enable BAE Systems, which manufactures the submarines in Barrow-in-Furness in Cumbria, to
keep ticking over until production on the successor submarine can get underway. John Hudson,
Managing Director of BAE Systems Submarine Solutions told Barrow’s local newspaper recently
that given assurances from government (on the successor system) the workforce is likely to
‘increase slightly over the next few years’.14
The bottom line is that the sharp divisions (on paper) between the different phases in the acquisition
cycle have become largely meaningless for submarine procurement. There is a great deal of blurring
and movement between the various stages, mainly to address supply chain continuity issues. This
was all signposted in the government’s 2005 Defence Industrial Strategy and a number of
subsequent parliamentary committee hearings. In evidence to the Defence Committee in 2006, for
example, BAE Systems suggested that any kind of delay in the submarine programme would have a
‘catastrophic impact’ on the capability of Barrow and therefore of the UK as a whole, to
manufacture nuclear submarines.15
Whether or not this is genuine need — and several independent experts question both the pace of
submarine production and the need for Britain to retain such a sovereign capability16 — it
nonetheless drives current industrial and MoD thinking. But they will need to be quick. As Benoît
Gomis, of the International Security Programme Chatham House, concludes:
The government’s assurance to BAE Systems that seven astute class submarines and three
trident replacement submarines will be built clearly jeopardizes the [Liberal Democrat]
party’s ability to make the case for alternatives.17
Based on a conservative estimate, between 10-20% of the total costs of the successor submarine
may be spent during the Assessment Phase prior to Main Gate in 2015-16. This amounts to about

£2-4bn. Who is going to argue for a cheaper alternative (or cancel the project) after that? The
Treasury Committee was recently told that the aircraft carrier contract was unbreakable not just for
legal reasons, but also because it was inextricably linked to the strategic need to maintain a stable
supply of work for the sole warship-producing supplier in the UK.18 Similarly, for Trident
replacement, the evidence suggests that major contracts are about to placed in order to satisfy the
perceived need to maintain a stable supply of work for the sole UK nuclear submarine-producing
supplier. Contrary to the belief that all options are still on the table, these contracts may lead
to an ‘unbreakable’ commitment to like-for-like Trident replacement.

Are the ‘savings’ real?
The 2006 White Paper announced a five-year extension of the life of the Vanguard Class submarine
to deliver a service life of 30 years (through to 2024). A further life extension beyond that date was
ruled out, in part, on grounds of cost. To achieve that initial five year extension is expected to
require three additional ‘Long Overhaul Periods ‘(known as LOPs), at an estimated cost of around
£1.3 billion between 2014 and 2024.19
Following the VfMR, however, the Coalition government announced that over the next 10 years
£1.2bn will be saved (including £700 million in this Parliament) and £2bn worth of spending will be
deferred until after 2020.20 The only details given on the savings were:
•

The delay in building a new warhead is expected to save £500m (of an estimated £3bn cost)

•

Reducing the cost of building a Common Missile Compartment with the US is expected to
save ‘up to £250m’ (but with no details as to how this will be achieved)

•

Getting better deals from suppliers via the submarine enterprise performance programme21
(which also covers Astute and so may not be a saving specific to Trident replacement) is
expected to save £900m; and

•

£1bn spending on infrastructure has been deferred.

However, the net savings apparently also include the £1.4bn additional costs to further prolong the
lives of the Vanguard submarines through to 2028, which Liam Fox announced in a reply to a
Parliamentary question on 7 November.22 When the SDSR was published, the Coalition
government had simply said that this would need ‘sufficient investment’.
Will the proposed partnership with France on nuclear testing23 provide additional savings? Given
that these cooperation proposals involve building new facilities in France and the UK (to be paid for
by both countries) it would seem that this is unlikely, unless there are significant cutbacks to
existing plans at the Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE).24
But if it is possible to give the government the benefit of the doubt over its estimated short-term
savings, the claim (made in the VfMR) that the cost of designing and building new submarines,
warheads and ‘infrastructure’ could still be brought in for £20bn at 2006-07 prices (or £22.7bn at
2009-10 prices) is a re-run of the fantasy economics that regularly bedevil major defence projects.
Indeed, Liam Fox was already backtracking in his 7 November Parliamentary reply, when he said
that it was impossible to say whether the delay would end up adding to the overall costs of replacing
Trident because ‘no cost will be set out until after Main Gate’ in 2016. (This answer conveniently
forgets that the previous government, in response to a Public Accounts Committee report,25 made a

commitment to provide an annual cost report to Parliament – the first of which was due by the end
of 2009 and has yet to be published).
This failure to set out estimated costs amounts to a dereliction of Ministerial responsibility.
According to the most recent National Audit Office (NAO) report, not making realistic budgetary
provision for all likely project outcomes and slowing down projects have resulted in a £3.3bn
increase in a single year, 2009-10, in the total cost of the 15 largest defence equipment projects.26
The NAO, Public Accounts Committee and Greenpeace27 have all heavily criticised MoD estimates
of both capital and running costs for Trident replacement. A whole series of questions have been
raised about the basis of those cost estimates and what was included and excluded from them.
Indeed, the VfMR and SDSR also conveniently forget to mention the running costs for Trident
replacement, which were previously acknowledged as 5-6% of the defence budget, or
approximately £1.9-2.3bn every year.28
This gives a total official estimate of around £72.9–89.5bn for building and operating a replacement
for Trident. But this still excludes:
•

Nuclear decommissioning liabilities— anybody’s guess for Trident replacement, although
existing total MoD nuclear liabilities have been estimated at £9.3 billion (undiscounted cost)
and £4.7 billion (discounted cost)29

•

The estimated £900m cost of conventional military forces directly assigned to support the
nuclear force that should be included in Trident running costs

•

The £250m cost of extending the life of the current Trident missiles; the estimated £3bn cost
of buying next-generation missiles when the Trident missiles are ultimately withdrawn from
service midway through the life of the replacement submarines

•

A percentage of the substantial cost of modernising the AWE and building joint facilities
with the French.

Thus, the final cost is likely to be closer to £100bn or more than 8.5% of the defence budget every
year over the system’s 30-year lifetime.
Finally, evidence from the USA suggests that Trident costs may be higher than the UK is
anticipating. Given that BAE Systems struggled to deliver the Astute submarine programme and
had to be bailed out by US designers from the Electric Boat Corporation, dependency on US
expertise to deliver the Future Submarine Programme is likely to extend well beyond the CMC. It
also means that cost estimates (and overruns) in the US nuclear submarine replacement programme,
known as SSBN(X),30 are likely to be replicated on this side of the pond.
The Congressional Budget Office estimate that a similar 4-boat US fleet of SSBN(X)s — they are
actually likely to build 12 — would be around $47.6bn ($13bn for the lead submarine, $8.2bn for
each of the next three and $10bn for R&D) or around £30bn.31 This is at least double the £11-14bn
estimate for the new UK successor submarines. The possibility of building a new reactor (PWR3),
and the safety requirements imposed by the Defence Nuclear Safety Regulator are likely to increase
the cost of the British programme.

Waiting for the USA
The US submarine issue also affects the UK decision more directly, because both nations’
submarine projects are intimately linked. Building a successor submarine in advance of US
decisions on their SSBN replacement was always a risky strategy.
The D-5 missile and the joint US-UK CMC project are key ingredients that currently link the two
nations’ submarine-based deterrent programmes. But these connections are unlikely to prevent the
US switching to a smaller submarine and/or a different missile that might be incompatible with
Trident Replacement, if, further down the line US national interest determines that this is the better
option. Such alternatives are being considered by the US Navy via an Analysis of Alternatives
(AoA) document that was completed in September 2009 and delivered to the congressional defence
committees in August 2010. It is clear that the US Navy currently remains wedded to the D-5
missile and SSBN(X) programme, and it would take some serious political pressure from Congress
to get them to abandon it – and such a constituency simply does not exist at present. However, there
is a risk (small but growing) that financial pressures may lead the United States to consider such
alternatives.32

Whatever happened to transparency?
The Coalition government came to office promising much greater transparency about government
decisions. We are told that Trident delay and nuclear cooperation with France are austerity
measures that will save the UK hundreds of millions of pounds on the Trident replacement
programme. But is this really true? It is difficult to make a proper assessment of the fiscal costs and
benefits of these decisions given the paucity of details in the public domain – and especially the
failure to make public the VfMR.
In addition to a general promise by the Coalition government to ‘throw open the doors of public
bodies’ a number of other specific commitments on transparency in government contracting have
been made. In February, for example, David Cameron said if he won the General Election he would
publish in full any contract between government and a third party supplier worth more than
£25,000.33 And George Osborne said:
Our commitment to publish government contracts in full is the most radical transparency
announcement ever made by a British political party – and will enable the public to hold
ministers and civil servants to account like never before. This policy will help us to cut
government spending, root out waste and empower the public – and bring in a new age of
transparency and accountability.34
Similar commitments were made in the recently published MoD business plan.35 So far, however,
the Coalition has failed to honour these transparency commitments for Trident replacement costs
and contracts. There also appears to have been a general retreat from earlier commitments for
anything deemed commercially sensitive.36 Yet, despite this backtracking, Defence Secretary Liam
Fox told viewers of the Andrew Marr show on 18 July that it was important that the VfMR should
be published:
The wider review into the costs of Trident, I hope will be able to be made available as soon
as we can do that because I think it's important that the public can see that we've been
properly scrutinising the costs of something that we promised as part of our election
manifesto.37

Time to act
It is vital that action is taken in parliament now to shed light on this process before it is too late to
influence it. Specifically, concerned MPs should work in parliament to:
•

Establish whether (a) long-lead item contracts are being placed in order to maintain weak
links in the submarine supply chain or as part of an assessment phase to genuinely inform
the Main Gate decision; (b) cancellation fees will apply to the long-lead items for the
Vanguard successor submarines; and (c) to what extent, if at all, those contracts are being
deferred as a result of the decision to delay

•

Press for publication of the VfMR38 and MoD studies on alternatives to like-for-like
replacement in order to properly assess the claims being made.

•

Press the government to clarify the potential impact of the US navy study for the
replacement of the US Ohio class submarines and its implication for the UK successor
programme

It is vital that Parliament obtain answers now – by the time of the anticipated review and vote at
Main Gate it may already be too late to consider alternatives.
Parliament needs to obtain assurances that long-lead contracts do not bind the next government to a
particular course of action. This would enable the next government’s SDSR to include a full review
of Britain’s nuclear weapon capability before the Main Gate decision, and to do so with the benefit
of a much more precise costing and risk analysis from the assessment phase.
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Contact Greenpeace on 020 7865 8248.
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